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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of people machine interaction presenting a framework to
track the positions of interacting local agents in
a mining type environment. The approach presented allows for the incorporation of additional
sensing technology to add integrity and reliability to the tracking process and potentially
reduce the uncertainty in the estimation of position of the agents. The system is based on a
principle that we call virtual networks. These
networks are formed in a local area where the
agents interact. Each agent broadcasts a series
of messages and updates the position information of the surrounding agents using statistical
filtering techniques and models that best predict their behavior. The concept can also be
applied to move information using agents that
operate in larger domains. Experimental results of people tracking in mining application
will be presented to demonstrate the main contributions of this paper.
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Figure 1: Interaction between large mining machines.
ure 1, and interaction of haul trucks with vehicles and
people, Figure 2.
The relative position and orientation of large machines
is usually desired to improve productivity. For example,
by achieving the right orientation and position of a truck
next to a shovel the loading time could be reduced thus
maximizing capital utilisation. The interaction of large
machines and utility vehicles and people is usually important for safety reasons. Drivers of large off-road haul
trucks often cannot see objects (personnel, utility vehicles, etc) in close proximity to the truck. The zone directly in front of the truck and adjacent to the non-driver
side of the truck poses the greatest risk for an accident.
These blind zones have been the cause of several haul
truck/utility vehicle accidents and near misses. Of particular concern is the ability of truck drivers to verify
that these zones are clear before pulling away from a
stationary position. Several technologies had been proposed to solve this problem:

Introduction

There is a wide variety of applications for systems that
can track the position of agents, like persons or vehicles in a reliable and predictable manner. Most indoor
applications focus on improving the interaction of mobile robots with human beings therefore requiring good
knowledge of persons locations. Outdoor applications
of position tracking are more common in the areas of
safety and surveillance. Although the results presented
are applicable to a large variety of processes we focus
this work in outdoor mining type environments. One of
the main problems in open pit mining is the machinemachine and machine-people interaction. Mining processes require the movement of ore from the pit to the
crusher. This process involves truck loading, that is interaction of shovels / front end loaders with trucks, Fig-

1. GPS only based systems - this approach requires all
mobile equipment and personnel to be fitted with
GPS units that communicate with a base station.
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be improved by using MMWR or lasers. MMWR
are still very expensive and lasers are not an option
in this type of applications due to the environmental
conditions.
There are a large numbers of publications that address
the problem of people tracking in indoor environments.
These approaches are often vision-based, like in [Choo
and Fleet, 2001] and [Poon and Fleet, 2002], which also
rely on modelling the human’s body. The co-operation
of heterogenous sensors like vision and laser to track persons in office environments is also presented in [Brooks
and Williams, 2003]. [Schulz et al., 2003] and [Hähnel
et al., 2004] use RF-ID technology to localize persons
in office environments. [Liao et al., 2004] apply RAOBlackwellised particle filters to raw GPS data to learn
and infer persons travelling modalities and route. An
interesting outdoor application is described in [Juang et
al., 1996], where the authors present algorithms to track
animals positions’ in very wide areas. [Patterson et al.,
2003] presents an approach where a model of the traveller moving in an urban environment is learned from
GPS data.
[Nieto and Dagdelen, 2004] developed a GPS and
IEEE802.11 wireless technology based system to track
the position of trucks and vehicles in open cut mines.
They also provide the truck driver with real-time graphical information about his relative location to other trucks
and its own location is projected on a 3D map of the
mine. This approach is based on the availability of high
accuracy GPS information.
Most of the approaches presented before addressed
various aspects of the people tracking problem and included in most cases experimental results to validate the
algorithms or technology in constrained environments or
in applications where reliability and integrity is not an
important issue. A different case is the proximity problem in mining applications [Ruff, 2004]. In this case we
need to guarantee that algorithms and sensors will provide an acceptable degree of uncertainty while operating
under all possible conditions. By looking at the constraints of the problem it is clear to infer that any solution based on a single sensor will fail at a certain point or
will not provide enough information to detect all possible
threats. We believe that a successful implementation of a
proximity system will consist of multiple sensors working
together to achieve maximum protection for the peoplemachine interaction task. This is in contrast to most of
the already available proximity systems which are based
on a single sensor. The use of sensor-information coming
from multiple sensors will complement the capabilities of
each sensor to create a more reliable tracking system.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes
the basic concept of virtual network and the actual system implementation. Section 3 presents the model used

Figure 2: Interaction between Haul Trucks and People.
This solution is expensive and not failsafe since it
relies on each object having an operational GPS unit
and complete GPS coverage in the pit. Additionally
GPS systems will in many cases have a poor satellite
availability when the operator is very close to large
machines.
2. RF-ID tags - This requires all mobile equipment
and personnel to wear a RF-ID tag that will respond when in the truck proximity zone. Although
there are a few commercial systems based on this
approach, most of them only provide an indication
that an agent is in the area. The detection of the
location of the agent requires additional hardware
and accuracy and cost may be an issue.
3. Video systems - this requires computer based image recognition of an object in the proximity zone
(which can be unreliable in varying light conditions). Alternatively, this approach requires the
driver to see the intrusive object in a small cabmounted video screen that in poor lighting conditions can be unreliable.
4. Radar / camera / lasers based systems. These approaches are based on range and bearing sensors actively detecting an object in proximity to the trucks.
One promising approach [Ruff, 2004] utilises a low
frequency short range radar. A commercial version
of this type of radars operates at 5.8 GHz and can
detect objects at ranges up to 8 meters within and
arc of 55 degree horizontal and 20 degrees vertical
[Preco Electronics, 2001]. It is fitted with hardware
to provide visual and audio alarm if an object is
within the area. This output is then used to turn
on the appropriate camera. Since the resolution of
the radar is very poor at this frequency it is very
difficult to avoid false alarms. The resolution could
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to track agents and experimental results of people tracking using the concept with a single sensor are shown in
section 4. Finally in section 5 conclusions are drawn and
future work is presented.
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transport all kind of information, e.g. the positions of
agents, to all members of the whole network. With some
latency all members in the network will have all information available for them. With this approach each agent
can be retrofitted with a variety of sensors and absolute
and relative information can be transmitted to the network. Further decentralized processing can be applied
to obtain the most likely position of each agent based on
all the information available in the network.
The system is very scalable since it does not require
any infrastructure node to operate. It allows for the
implementation of multiple-sensor-based proximity system and automated data retrieval from remote areas (a
truck passing by can collect data from a remote sensor). The appropriate integration of these ideas has the
potential to become the main platform for moving information around the workplace without having to install
a full wireless coverage. This is particularly attractive
for mining application where large areas of operation
are required but the activities are concentrated in few
locations.

Virtual Network System

The approach proposed is based on the concept of a
mine wide virtual wireless system currently under development in a CRC Mining project. The fundamental
concept is based on the creation of ad-hoc temporary dynamic networks. Under the IEEE’s proposed standard
for wireless LANs (IEEE 802.11), there are two different
network configurations: ad-hoc and infrastructure. In
the ad-hoc network, computers are brought together to
form a network in real time. Figure 3 shows the structure of this network where each element is potentially in
contact with any other element within the range in the
network.
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Figure 3: Ad-Hoc Network: A temporary network is
formed in a local area.
Figure 5: Ad-Hoc Network. Although two people agents
(dark background) are not directly in contact with the
truck, their position is also available through the other
agents in the local network.

IEEE 802.11x technology forms the core of our system. Each agent in a local ad-hoc network builds up
an information table with all current information about
itself and other agents. At regular intervals the nodes
broadcast its information and make it available to its
neighbors (see Figure 3). The information transfer between different local ad-hoc networks which are not permanently interconnected will be achieved through fast
mobile agents (Haul Trucks), that transport the information from one local ad-hoc network to another (see
Figure 4). In doing so it opens up the possibility to

2.1

System Implementation

GPS and Wireless capabilities are becoming common in
many system components. These capabilities are also
emerging as standard options on many pieces of mining
equipment. There are now a number of new processors
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Figure 4: Proximity detection and information transport.
which implement standard IEEE 802.11x wireless communication which can be easily integrated with GPS and
other sensors. These can be attached to compact and
ruggedised devices on personnel and mobile equipment
to be used in harsh environments like mining. These
components allow individual nodes to provide information to other in-range nearby nodes and more importantly have the potential of building a wide area network
of the type described above.
This implementation of the virtual network concept
uses GPS receivers to obtain the location of agents (see
Figure 5). Each agents processes all the information
available in direct or indirect form, determines its most
likely position and broadcasts it at regularly intervals
through the network. Additional sensors like the ones
described in section 1 can easily be added to this system and their information can also be shared with other
agents in the network.
The hardware used consists of PDA’s for the people
agents and PC/104 based systems for the other mobile
agents. All agents are equipped with GPS receivers. Table 1 presents the hardware used for each type of agent.

Figure 6: Agent of type people with PDA and GPS. The
GPS unit is attached to the helmet.
Other agents have operator interfaces according to the
application.
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Table 1: Overview of agent-types and
Agent type Computing platform
People
PDA with Bluetooth
and IEEE802.11
Truck
PC/104
with
IEEE802.11
Light
PC/104
with
vehicle
IEEE802.11

Tracking models

In this type of applications it is usually possible to improve the quality of the estimation by using appropriate
models to predict the position of agents. Furthermore in
some cases the sensory information will not be available
and the prediction models will be the only source of information. There is a significant number of publications
that address modelling of trucks and vehicles. Probably the simplest model is the one that assumes that the
mobile agent is moving at constant velocity. Modelling
peoples’ behaviour is much more difficult and requires
more elaborated models and estimation algorithms. In
this work we use the direct discrete constant acceleration
model with a Kalman filter [Bar-Shalom et al., 2001] to

hardware
Sensor
GPS
Receiver
GPS
Receiver
GPS
Receiver

Figure 6 shows a people agent with a PDA and a GPS
unit.
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predict and estimate the position of the people agents.
We use a decoupled model for the x and y coordinate.
The state prediction equation is

State−Estimate (Position) and GPS−Data (Position)
20

10

(1)

0
y−position (m)

x(k + 1) = F x(k) + Γv(k)
and we define the state vector to be
T

x = [x, ẋ, ẍ, y, ẏ, ÿ]

(2)

where the state transition matrix F is given by
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Figure 7: Trajectory of the agent: Red is GPS truth,
blue is estimated path.
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Figure 8: Zoom of the track. Red is GPS truth, blue is
the estimated path.

Note that T denotes the sampling period.
This model will not be appropriate in cases where the
operator is working close to the truck since in this case
many manuevers will not be able to be characterized
by constant velocity models. Actual research is under
progress to recognize these situations and apply other
multiple hypothesis algorithms such as particle filters.
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described in section 3. Some preliminary results are presented in Figure 7, where GPS and estimated position
are shown in red and blue respectively.
As expected, the maximum errors are present in the
corners (see Figure 8). This is due to the fact that a constant acceleration model will be very inaccurate in this
case. As mentioned before these situations need to be
detected and different filtering schemes need to be activated to at the very least be able to obtain conservative
estimates of the agents’ uncertainty.
The covariances are depicted in Figure 9. By inspecting the innovation sequence one can see that the difference between prediction and observation is never bigger than 3 m (see Figure 10). This graph also shows
that about 95% of the innovations fall within a 2-σ gate,

Experimental results

An outdoor experimental data set was obtained using an
iPAQ-client retrofitted with an EMTAC BT-GPS. The
log-file was about 15 minutes in duration and logged under good GPS conditions, i.e. good sky visibility. The
GPS was working in autonomous mode and its information was logged at a 1 second sampling time interval.
The model used to track the agent in the Kalman filter
was the direct discrete constant acceleration model as
5
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